Frequently Asked Questions: TEP Assessment & Progression impact on MAPs

Question: Where a student goes off books with assessment. Should they stay enrolled on the old module and take assessment in the old format?

Answer: No they should be enrolled onto the new TEP Module code and take assessment in the new format. The old module and MAP should be marked out of use.

Note: This may require calculations outside SITs to determine their overall module mark.

Question: For a new TEP module the old module code is appearing in the descriptor what should I do?

Answer: Please contact Alison O'Flanagan OFLANAAL@tcd.ie and she will correct the information.

Question: Do I have to create a re-assessment component if I have changed the component mark scheme to allow for re-assessment?

Answer: Both the component mark scheme and Module Mark scheme need to allow for reassessment. You should only create a reassessment component if there will be a difference in how the module will be assessed during reassessment:

- The naming convention for reassessment items begins with ‘901’ (and then 902, 903 etc.)
- At the top of the MAP screen under ‘Select Action’ Select ‘Add Assessment Item (MAB)’ and enter 901 – select Continue
- In the main MAP body (top-half of the screen) select ‘Use Automatic Reassessment Instrument’
- Set the Reassessment Instrument Id. for the Assessment 901 component to RI
- If this is the only reassessment component then the Assessment weighting will be 100
- If the new component is an examination then remember to select ‘Edit additional details’ and enter Assessment hours (length)